
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

THOUGHT VIBRATION. 
The Self, sometimes referred to as the Con- 

sciousness, or the Thinker, i s  th reddd in his 
capaaity as the one who Thinks, Wills and 
Acts, never dividing the capacity blut focussing 
in now one, now another, d &se threa modas 
of manifestation, each having its own special 
matter in which ta vibrate. This difference in 
matter is only that of the degree of rarity or 
the axtmt to which the matter is sub-divided, 
for all known matter i s  assentidly the same 
differing only in the extent of its wb-divisim 
and tha rapidity d its vibration. 

Consciousness wnsists of the dtornating 
assertion and negation, " I sum this," " I am 
not this." "Is its motion in matter is an 
alternate attracting and repelling, rhythmic 
movements, millations~, which, are called vibra- 
tions. A passing thought d the Self causes 
a' quiver of mnsciousnes, and, according to 
the nature of !-ha thought, it draws fresh par- 
t ides  of mind-stuff into the mental body and 
shakes out o(thw partidas. If the thought be 
a strong one all the surrounding matter is 
thrown into 'waves, carrying the thought out- 
wards so that it affects other mental bodies, 
and through1 them thnr thought reaches other 
consciousnesms. 

Perhaps thn vibrations in mind-stuff may be 
more easily understood if wk ccnsider some 
other modem of vibration in ether. One of the 
simple& instances of vibration k n m  tor uls i s  
that set u p  in solid matter by hmvy road traffic, 
which, passing at a distanca of a hundred yards 
or mora, will set the contents of our houses 
jarfling. 

I remember susl a child noticing a responding 
note which! always sounded out clearly from the 
Instres of a chandelier when a certain key was 
5truck on tha piano. Drawing the attention of 
my wise old music-master to this, I received 
from Vim my first lesson in etheric vibrations, 
thoeer concerning sound 'being lrnorwn as 
acoustics. By touching other keys be demon- 
strated haw certain objects in the roam, being 
in sym@ztlzy withl the vibration, responded 
audibly. By this illustration any intelligent 
child could1 be enabled to comprehend something 
oh the action of any set oh vibrations or  modes 
af motion in ether-light, h t ,  electricity, and 
so m. Incidentally, the prism of a lustre serves 
as a good ill~usitrsution of the white light which 
cmtahs all colours in itself, and which forms 
an analogy for a well-developed mental body. 
The fall of the walls oif Jeiricho when a special 
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note was shouted by the) Israelites in unison- 
the] angel having revealed to Joshua the nota 
which would shattelr the walls-illustrates the 
poiwer of sound vibrations scientifically applied. 
IVe most of us  know of the necessity for break  
ing step by soldims when crossing a bridge, 
as otherwise tha regular vibrations set up in 
the metal would cause i t  tot fly into pieces. The 
process of vibratory activity may obften be se? 
in nature. A flame is a catre of activity in 
ether which, we call' heat. These heat waves 
travel outwards, stirring the surrounding ether 
inta similar activity, passing it on into the 
ether in adjacent iron or brick, which then 
becomes bolt. 

Wirdess telegraphy and tha wireles\s tele- 
phone will serve to explain the1 mystery of 
thought transmission over great distances. 

Fifty years ago1 an atom of matter was be- 
lieved to 'be the last suib-division of that 
matter. But we knotw now that the) atom is 
composed of dwtrons or negatively electrified 
partides atta&ed to central charges of positive 
dectriaity. A great scientist has lilrmed the 
construction OC the atom to a building the size 
of a church! in whioh a tholulsand full stops- 
elwkronst-am in perpetual motion. All life 
and he aid-^ is rhythmicl motion of atoms d 
matter ; irregular motion, without rhythm, is 
disease and1 death. Thre is a teaching that 
mantall tasks which, are rhythmic-mch as tbe 
learning of nursery rhymes-are particularly 
bendcial to the p h y s i d  health and the health 
of the mental body of ;U chlild. Probably it is 
the rhythim d dancing that constitutes its 
healthrgiving propertiea. 

Some pqchodogists state thlat all thought 
rests, on sensation. Others take the opqmslite 
extreme and regard thought as, inherent in the 
Self. Both< views are partly true, and meet at 
a point which contains the whole truth!, namely, 
that, remiving sensation by memg of impact 
from withbut, tha Self is1 awakened, and1 without 
suchl impact he would remain aslelep. By ex- 
periencing sensabion perception is aroused and 
the outcoma af the two is1 the beginning of 
thiought; to put it into tba oirdinary meta- 
phjysid terms-the perception of a Not-Self 
as the cause of certain selnsations in the Self is 
the beginning olf cognition. This process of 
the dwelopment of th'ought can easily be 
observed in the infant. 

Th'd mind1 has becm colmpareld to a mirror in 
which1 are reflected the images of all objects 
placed before it. But the analogy is not per- 
fect, as the Sedf knows the outer world through 
the rqroduction, nat reflection, of the object 
in his mind, actually shaped in mindktuff. 
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